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1.TOPIC:- ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR I.C ENGINES:- 
  Abstract 
This review paper covers potential alternative fuels for automotive engine application for both 
spark ignition (SI) and compression ignition (CI) engines. It also includes applications of 
alternative fuels in advanced combustion research applications. The representative alternative 
fuels for SI engines include compressed natural gas (CNG), hydrogen (H2) liquefied petroleum 
gas (LPG), and alcohol fuels (methanol and ethanol); while for CI engines, they include 
biodiesel, di-methyl ether (DME), and jet propellent-8 (JP-8). Naphtha is introduced as an 
alternative fuel for advanced combustion in premixed charge compression ignition. The 
production, storage, and the supply chain of each alternative fuel are briefly summarized, and 
are followed by discussions on the main research motivations for such alternative fuels. 
Literature surveys are presented that investigate the relative advantages and disadvantages of 
these alternative fuels for application to engine combustion. The contents of engine combustion 
basically consist of the combustion process from spray development, air–fuel mixing 
characteristics, to the final combustion product formation process, which is analyzed for each 
alternative fuel. An overview is provided for alternative fuels together with summaries of engine 
combustion characteristics for each fuel, in addition to its current distribution status and future 
prospects. 
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BSFCbrake specific fuel consumptionBtuBritish thermal unitCAIcontrolled 
auto-ignitionCFRcooperative fuel researchCIcompression ignitionCNcetane 
numberCNGcompressed natural gasCRDIcommon-rail direct injectionCOcarbon 
monoxideCO2carbon dioxideCTLcoal to liquidDMEdi-methyl etherDIdirect injectionEAelemental 
analysisEGRexhaust gas recirculationFIEfuel injection equipmentFSIIfuel system icing 
inhibitorFTFischer TropschGCIgasoline compression ignitionGDIgasoline direct 



injectionGHGgreenhouse gasGTLgas to liquidHChydrocarbonHCCIhomogeneous charge 
compression ignitionHTRhigh temperature reactionIEAInternational Energy AgencyICEinternal 
combustion enginesISFCindicated specific fuel consumptionJP-8jet propellant-8LCAlife cycle 
assessmentLHVlower heating valueLPDIliquefied petroleum gas (LPG) direction 
injectionLPGliquefied petroleum gasLPLiliquid phase LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) 
injectionLTClow temperature combustionLTRlow temperature reactionMPCImultiple premixed 
compression ignitionNAnaturally aspiratedNOxnitrogen oxidesPCCIpartially-premixed charge 
compression ignitionPDPAphase Doppler particle analyzerPFIport fuel injectionPMparticulate 
matterPNparticulate numberRCCIreactivity controlled compression ignitionRMErapeseed methyl 
esterRONresearch octane numberR/Preserves-to-productionSIspark ignitionSMDSauter mean 
diameterSOCstart of combustionSOIstart of injectionSFCsingle fuel concept/specific fuel 
consumptionTEMtransmission electron microscopyTDCtop dead centerTGAthermogravimetric 
analysisTTWtank-to-wheelTWCthree-way catalystWCOwaste cooking 
oilWTTwell-to-tankWTWwell-to-wheelXPCIX-ray phase-contrast imaging 


